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Before tickets go on sale

 –  of all
ckets originate from one distribution channel. Initially, fans can generally only purchase primary tickets from 

the venue box office, or the sole contracted primary ticketing agent, which is Ticketmaster, in most cases.  This 
has resulted in higher costs and loss of competition.

This is a longtime secret in the industry. For high 
demand events, it is common for many tickets to be held back from going on sale when tickets are first made 
available to the public. This is not revealed to fans, leaving them to believe bots hacked the system or that the 
event otherwise sold out instantly, compelling these consumers to purchase from the limited supply that is 
available. Primary ticket sellers sometimes withhold up to HALF of the total number of tickets available for a 
show or event, generating artificial scarcity and driving up prices.

During the on-sale 
Relying on ticket holdbacks, this 

practice involves slowly trickling tickets to an event, leading to artificially inflated prices. This is also an attempt 
to prevent ticketholders from offering tickets on secondary resale marketplaces, which stand as the only form 
of competition to the primary seller and alternative for consumers shopping for tickets. This practice contra-
venes basic principles of economics and is unique to event ticketing. 

Undisclosed/Deceptive Speculative Ticketing. It is deceptive to offer tickets that the seller does not 
yet possess or has not yet purchased without disclosing the nature of this form of ticketing to the consumer. 
Speculative ticket sales on their own are not harmful so long as the buyer is informed of this method, the 
transaction is guaranteed, and the buyer has refund protection should the ticket seller be unable to fulfill the 
order. So long as disclosures are clear and provided upfront, and orders are fulfilled, this can be a positive 
way for consumers to purchase tickets. Regulated speculative ticketing should be embraced, otherwise 
consumers may take risks in fraudulent shadow markets, but clearer disclosures and transparency should be 
required of all ticket sellers.

Some sellers on the secondary market manufacture websites, through the use of 
deceptive URLs and words like fficial,” to look as though they are a venue’s box office or the primary seller. 
The lack of disclosure is deceptive and meant to manipulate fans. It is against the law in some states and most 
major primary and secondary ticket sellers support the banning of these deceptive practices at the federal 
level.  
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Using your tickets 
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